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Executive Summary
Located 43 miles northwest of

village’s businesses. But despite the

Barrington and the village’s

Chicago, the home-rule village of Lake

success of businesses such as the

semi-rural brand, as well as the

Barrington has long prided itself as an

Onion Pub & Brewery, the Canlan

needs of the village’s passersby.

“oasis of gracious countryside living

Sportsplex, and new businesses like

In drafting this market study, the

and open spaces.” Despite the

the Speedway gas station and Pepper

recommendations we proffer to the

challenges brought about by the rapid

Park Coffee, there is still one too many

village are dependent on three main

growth of the Chicagoland suburbs,

auto repair shops, and aesthetics still

areas of analysis:

residents and village officials of Lake

leave much to be desired.

Barrington have been able to maintain

With the recent acquisition of

(1) Demographic Analysis
(2) Retail Gap Analysis

the village’s high standards of living

several acres of vacant land, the Village

and its semi-rural brand. However, as

Administrator of Lake Barrington,

sales tax revenues have stagnated in

Karen Daulton Lange, has called upon

recent years, village officials have been

us to create a market study for the

census tracts within a 15-minute drive

looking for ways to generate more

Pepper Road Business Park:

from the Pepper Road Business Park,

revenue so as to relieve some of the

The goal:

we found several key changes in the

tax burden off the village’s residents.
For many years, the Pepper
Road Business Park has been relied

to create a strong vision for the
Pepper Road Business Park
The challenge:

upon for sales tax revenues as the

to strike a balance between the

business park hosts a majority of the

needs of the residents of Lake

(3) Tenant & Lot Analysis
Demographics
Drawing data from several

demographics of the market area:
(1) Significant population growth
among elderly (55+) and
millennials (20-35)
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(2) High mobility rates among
millennials
(3) Changes in housing preferences

(3) Demographic Trends &
Desirability

(1) Small grocery store or an
organic specialty market

we mainly find that there is high

(2) a morning café

as people moving in are opting

market potential for specific retailers

(3) a small boutique hotel

to rent

such as apparel, food/beverage,

(4) an upscale salon

entertainment, and technology.

(5) a camera/tech outlet.

(4) Increase in household incomes;
most significantly among
populations over 65
(5) Sizeable Latino presence near

Lot & Tenant Analysis
As there are only limited

Other proposed tenants include, but
not limited to:

available plots of land that can be used

(1) Fast-Casual Lunch

for development, an analysis of the

(2) Mexican Restaurant

total number of acres of land available,

(3) Household Cleaning

To further aid us with our

as well as the typical sizes of ideal

(4) Men’s and Women’s

recommendations, a retail gap analysis

retailers was conducted. With that

was conducted to ascertain what

said, we have 10.7 acres of land at our

market gaps exist within Lake

disposal. 7.2 of those acres are located

potential for the Pepper Road Business

Barrington and Pepper Road Business

on Rt. 14 & Kelsey Rd. (Zone A), and

Park to be a major landmark in the

Park. Using our selected three metrics

the remaining 3.5 acres are located on

northwest Chicago suburbs. Being

of:

Rt.14 & Pepper Rd. (Zone B)

located right along one of the major

Recommendations

arteries that is Rt. 14, businesses

Lake Barrington
Retail Gap Analysis

(1) Locality
(2) Relation to Existing Businesses

That being said, our main
proposed tenants include:

clothing
Ultimately, there is enormous

should have no trouble attracting the
village’s passersby. Furthermore, to
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better compete with other larger
markets in neighboring villages,
injecting some of Lake Barrington’s
rural character into the design and
aesthetic of the business park should
certainly help make it stand out. Most
importantly, however, the Pepper
Road Business Park would certainly
ease some of the burden off Lake
Barrington’s residents and would
generate the much-needed sales tax
revenues the village ardently needs.
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Introduction
Incorporated in 1959, the
Village of Lake Barrington has longprided itself as an “oasis of gracious
countryside living and open spaces.”
And while the growth of the
Chicagoland suburbs continues to
provide new challenges to the region,
residents and village officials of Lake
Barrington have succeeded in
maintaining high standards of living for
the community. Such actions include
promoting a healthy local
environment, stable development, and
vibrant neighborhoods.
With such guiding principles in
mind, the Village has long been
pursuing additional commercial
development near Pepper Road, Kelsey
Road, and Northwest Highway/Rt. 14.
This area, known as the Pepper Road

Business Park, serves patrons with

114 lots in the market study, 58.8% of

important entertainment, retail, and

the lots are Industrial, 23.7% of the lots

other high-end commercial and

are Commercial, and 17.5% of the lots

industrial services. Now with multiple

are Vacant. Currently there is 1 Single

underused lots along high-traffic

Family Residence lot located on the

routes, this market study aims to

corner of Rt. 14/Northwest Highway

identify potential development

and N Kelsey Road at 22060 N Kelsey

opportunities for the described

Rd. A detailed breakdown of the land

location and create a new proposal for

uses is shown on Figure 1.

the Lake Barrington Village Board. This

There is a diverse mix of

market study is divided into several

businesses that currently occupy

sections:

Pepper Road Business Park that have

(1) Existing Site Conditions

given the area its current identity.

(2) Demographic Analysis

These include Canlan Sportsplex, The

(3) Retail Gap Analysis

Onion Pub & Brewery, Barrington

(4) Selected Store Types

Countryside Fire Protection District,

(5) Lot Analysis

The Body Shop of Barrington,

(6) Recommendations

Barrington Ice Arena, Angel

Existing Site Conditions
Pepper Road Business Park has
a total of 232.7 acres. Focusing on the

Water Inc, Kelsey Road House, and The
Horseshoe Grill. A hub of medical
offices and recreational businesses are
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Table 1.2. Land Use names of
Pepper Road Business Park

Figure 1. Land use map of Pepper Road Business Park

Land Use
The Village of Lake Barrington
encompasses approximately 6.2
located along Northpointe Pkwy, the

businesses, light-industry,

square miles. The largest single land

northeast area of the Park. The center

manufacturing businesses, to auto-

use type is Single-Family Residential

of the Park along Industrial Ave, light-

related businesses an absence of retail,

with abundant Residential Acreage.

industrial/manufacturing businesses

restaurants, and commercial

This section addresses projected land

are concentrated. Lastly, the southeast

development is evident.

use within the limits of Pepper Road

area of the Park along Commercial

Business Park, considers changing

Ave, a heavy concentration of auto-

market forces and identifies maximum

related businesses is present. From

usage of existing infrastructures for

medical offices, recreational

Table 1.1. Land Use Parcel Parcel Property
Indicator of Pepper Road Business Park

development.
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Figure 2. Land Use map of Lake Barrington
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Residential

enhancing existing businesses while

demographic variables at the parcel

emphasizing the marketing benefits of

and grid level using a Census rate file.

use makes up the largest portion of

this location to others. Making the

The UrbanFootprint library includes 35

Lake Barrington. The gated private

district more desirable to new

Place Types and 50 Building Types that

community of Lake Barrington Shores

businesses and start-ups while, at the

allow for the creation of scenarios.

lies in the middle eastern parts of Lake

same time, working to improve

Place Types are composed of a mix of

Barrington and consists of 510 acres

residents’ and workers’ quality of lives

Building Types and represent the

with condominium homes.

should be of utmost importance.

complete range of potential

Industrial

Emphasis on providing retail, service,

development types and patterns that

and dining should be considered.

make up a scenario. Place Types, and

Using UrbanFootprint

the buildings within them, are

Single-Family Residential land

Industrial land use is
concentrated in the southern limits of
Lake Barrington formerly known as

UrbanFootprint is a software

“loaded” with a unique set of

“Pepper Road Industrial Center.” To

which gives access to extensive data

assumptions that facilitate scenario

accommodate changing market forces,

and tools for scenario planning ideal to

modeling and testing at a variety of

some industrial properties should be

understanding the built environment.

scales.

considered for redevelopment into

It includes detailed data on existing

commercial uses.

land use conditions that help create

create scenarios of suggested land

Commercial

advanced scenarios to show potential

development to help visualize the

outcomes envisioned. UrbanFootprint

Pepper Road Business Park and analyze

the potential to stimulate economic

generates raw counts of population,

potential outcomes and their proposed

growth by focusing on retaining and

dwelling units, jobs, and other

Pepper Road Business Park has

UrbanFootprint was used to
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benefits or negative impacts in terms

increase of activity that would become

Transportation. Due to low ADT on

of population and employment.

prone to vehicle collisions at this

both Kelsey and Pepper Road, the use

Traffic Lights

intersection is not expected to occur.

of a business park sign displaying

Implementing a traffic light at the W

select tenants will promote business

Northpointe Road Intersection should

within the business park. Individual

not be necessary as the current stop

business park signs for Zone A and B

sign is enough. However, if the

should be most effective.

Where Northwest Highway
intersects with Kelsey Road and
Pepper Road there are traffic lights in
place. Moreover, each intersection has
a left turn lane on Northwest Highway
when traveling south east. With both
traffic lights and left turn lanes, travel
by either direction along Northwest
Highway should not discourage
individuals from using services from
tenants within the business park.
The traffic at the intersection of

intersection has an increasing number
of vehicle collisions once new tenants
are implemented within the business
park, a traffic light may be something
to consider.

Traffic Counts
The average daily traffic (ADT)
of Northwest Highway next to the

Pepper Road and W Northpointe

Business Park is 26,200 and 25,600.

Parkway is regulated by a stop sign. An

Kelsey Road has an ADT of 9,450.

increase of traffic amounts on Pepper

Information on Pepper Road is not

Road is expected when new tenants

given, but it is expected to be less than

are open for business. An

that of Kelsey Road. Both ADT counts
are given by The Illinois Department of
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Demographics
In order to determine potential
for the commercial development of
the Pepper Road Business Park, an
analysis of Lake Barrington and its
surrounding areas’ demographics is
definitely the first major step.
All of the demographic data we
use are gathered from the U.S. Census

Market Area
Given as we are tasked to

areas. In drawing out our market area,
there were a few considerations we

determine commercial potential for

had in mind. For instance, given the

Lake Barrington, it is imperative that

extremely low density of the area,

we go beyond Lake Barrington and

people’s willingness to drive to a

analyze the village’s surrounding areas.

particular commercial establishment is

We have, thus, established our own

largely more dependent on drive-time

market area (refer to Figure 3) to see

rather than distance. And so, we have

what kinds of markets exist in nearby

set our boundaries based on drive

American Community Survey 5-Year
estimates. We have gathered 20132017 5-year estimates, as well as 20082012 5-year estimates for comparison.
There are five main areas of
demographics that we have analyzed
for this market study:
(a) Population
(b) Geographical Mobility
(c) Housing
(d) Income
(e) Race/Ethnicity
Figure 3. Map of Market Area
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times from the Pepper Road Business

area. Secondly, there are a sheer

market area. We were then allowed to

Park. For the purposes of this analysis,

number of different municipalities in

be as detailed as possible in identifying

we’ve limited ourselves to areas within

our market area; naturally, there

all of the market characteristics and

a 15-minute drive from the business

would be segregation and a myriad of

trends.

park. With that said, our market area

differences found within the market

Population

stretches as far north as Wauconda, as

area. For instance, Latinos would likely

far east as Lake Zurich, as far south as

be found in municipalities with strong

slight increase in total population. The

Barrington, and as far west as Crystal

rental markets. New families are

2013-2017 ACS estimates indicate that

Lake and Algonquin. Our market area

typically drawn to municipalities with

the market area has a population of

encompasses a total of 17 different

good school systems. For these

108,189, a 1.6% increase from the

municipalities and two different

reasons, a village like Wauconda could

2008-2012 estimates.

counties.

have a majority Latino population and

Overall, the market area saw a

As seen on Figure 4, however,

have neighboring villages that are

population change varies across all the

census tracts to analyze the market

almost entirely White. Therefore, it

different census tracts in the market

area. Our demographic analysis will be

would not be totally accurate to lump

area. There appear to be a growing

based on a total of 23 different census

both Wauconda and Hawthorn Woods

population in census tracts west of

tracts. There are a couple of reasons as

into one category as the demographic

Lake Barrington, particularly in the

to why we’ve decided to go this route

data between the two villages would

villages of Cary and the eastern parts

instead of dividing up the market area

be extremely different. Ultimately, we

into different drive-time intervals. The

have decided to use census tracts in

first reason is the low density of the

order to get a full understanding of the

We have also decided to use
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Figure 4. Map of population change by census tract

25-29. The most significant percentage
decreases, on the other hand, appear
to be among individuals between 3550, as well as individuals between 5-9.
Furthermore, as can be seen in
Figure 6, median age has also has
increased in most of the census tracts
in the market area, particularly in
census tracts encompassing Lake
Barrington, Barrington, and Barrington
Hills. However, there are seven census
tracts in the southeastern and
southwestern parts of the market area
that have seen decreases in median

of Algonquin. The most significant

cohorts. As Figure 5 shows, all but one

decreases in population, on the other

cohort above 55 have experienced

hand, appear to be in Barrington Hills.

significant population growth. As for

Population change also varies

the younger cohorts, there appear to

across different age cohorts. The graph

also be significant percentage

to the right shows the changes in

increases among the 20-34 cohorts,

population among different age

particularly individuals aged 20-24 and

age. Encompassing these census tracts
are mainly the villages of Algonquin
and Cary to the west and Lake Zurich,
Deer Park, and Kildeer to the east. It
should be noted that these are some
of the more commercial areas of the
entire market area.
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Figure 5. Change in population by age cohort

Geographical Mobility
Geographical mobility refers to
the movement of people from one
location to another. In this context, an
analysis of the area and its residents’
mobility would help us understand
where exactly people are moving to
and which groups of people are
moving to certain locations. More
specifically, we looked at mobility

Figure 6. Change in median age by census tract

rates. Mobility rates are the
percentages of the total population
that moved to a particular location
anytime between a set time range.
For our demographic analysis,
we looked at mobility between 2013 to
2017. And so, the mobility rates would
be the percentages of the 2013-2017
estimated total population that moved
into the area anytime between that
time range. What we found is that
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mobility rates among the 20-39 age

Figure 7. Mobility rates by age cohort

cohorts were very high. For instance,
of the total number of individuals that
were aged 20-24 anytime between
2013 and 2017, an estimated 22.5% of
them moved there within that time
range. We also found that mobility
rates for the older populations were
very low.
Essentially what this means is
that the high population growth
among the older populations and
younger populations are quite
different. The increase in older

in those younger age cohorts are due--

Between 2008-2012, 61.1% were of

populations are, in other words,

somewhat largely--by a large inflow of

those cohorts.

characterized simply by an ageing

people moving into the area in recent

population and not necessarily an

years. In fact, 56.3% of all the people

inflow of older populations moving to

that moved into the market area

the area. On the other hand, the

between 2013-2017 were individuals

mobility rates show that the increase

aged 20-44 and 0-4.
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Figure 8. Mobility rates of 20-24 age cohort by census tract

Housing
A majority of the market area’s
population still live in owner-occupied
housing units. According to the 20132017 ACS estimates, about 86.5% of
the total population live in owneroccupied housing units, and 14.5% of
the population live in renter-occupied
units.
However, things are starting to
Figure 9. Mobility rates of 25-29 age cohort by census tract

change in recent years. Since the 20082012 estimates, the number of people
living in owner-occupied units
decreased by 3%, while the number of
people living in renter-occupied units
increased by 24%. Furthermore, as is
shown in Figure 10, people that have
been moving into the market area in
recent years are opting to rent. Of all
the people that moved anytime
between 2000 to 2009, only 7% were
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Figure 10. Mobility rates by housing tenure by year of move-in

renters. Between 2010 to 2014, that
percentage jumped up to 34% Finally,
for those that moved from 2015 to
2017, 43% were renters.

Income
To determine potential or
viability for commercial development
at Lake Barrington, it is, of course,
important to look at income data.
Nevertheless, we have used median
household income as our

Figure 11. Change in median household income by age cohort

measurement unit for analyzing the
population’s incomes.
Figure 11 shows how median
household income increased by 4.6%.
Median household income remained
relatively stable for households in
which the head of the household is
aged 25-44 and 45-64. Finally, the
median household income of 65+
households increased by 26.5%.
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increased by 4.4%. There are two main

detailed in Figure 12, while the

reasons for these increases. First is the

percentage of the total population and

how the changing housing and income

increase in median household income,

the total owner population living in

characteristics intertwine. This is most

in and of itself, particularly with the

households making $75,000 or more

noticeable with the populations living

65+ households. Because their

remained relatively stable from the

in households earning $75,000 or

incomes increased by 26% and also

2008-2012 to the 2013-2017 ACS

more. As Table 2 shows, the

because most of them are owners,

estimates, the percentage of the entire

percentage of all households in the

they would naturally be spending less

renter population living in renter-

market area earning $75,000 or more

of their incomes now for housing.

occupied households making $75,000

Housing & Income
It’s also very important to detail

spending less than 20% of their income

The second reason, though, is

or more increased by 67.6%.

on housing costs increased by 9.1%.

because of the changing housing

What’s most striking about that

For owner-occupied units, the

characteristics. Again, the people

statistic is that most of that increase in

percentage increased by 10.3%, and

moving to the market area in recent

renters making $75,000 or more is that

finally, for renter-occupied units, it

years have been opting to rent. As

it’s mostly due to the fact that, not
only is that the people moving into the
area are opting to rent, but also that a
lot of these new renters simply have
very high incomes. In fact, an
estimated 67.1% of renters that moved
anytime between 2013-2017 are living

Table 2. Percentage of income spent on housing costs among individuals living in households making
$75,000 or more

in renter-occupied households making
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$75,000 or more. It should also be

According to the 2013-2017 ACS

noted that a lot of these new renters

estimates, 52.3% of all renters now

are actually renting single-unit

rent single-unit homes. That is a 15.5%

structures like houses or townhouses.

increase from the 2008-2012
estimates.

Figure 12. Total population of market area by income cohort by
housing tenure

Figure 13. Change in percentage of renters renting single-unit structures
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Race
Overall, the market area is a
little more diverse than the Village of

Village of Lake Zurich, is 21% Latino.

Barrington, encompassing the Village

The census tract north of Lake

of Wauconda, is 33% Latino.

Table 3. Racial/Ethnic composition of market area

Lake Barrington. It is still
predominantly White. However, it has
gotten a little more diverse as Table 3
shows.
As aforementioned, because of
the low density of the area and the
plethora of different municipalities
found in the market area, certain
groups--whether it be racial, economic,
or age--may concentrate in particular
areas to some degree.
Figure 14 shows how there is a
fairly sizeable Latino presence in
several census tracts east, north, and
west of Lake Barrington. For instance,
the census tract east of Lake
Barrington, which encompasses the
Figure 14. Hispanic or Latino share of total population by census tract
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Market Implications
Again, in conducting this
demographic analysis, we aimed to be
as detailed as possible. And so, some
of these changes in the demographics
may not necessarily be very strong
markets for the village of Lake
Barrington to capitalize on today.
However, the data has shown a clear
direction that the village and its
surrounding areas are headed toward.
And in 5 or 10-years-time, they could
be strong, viable markets for the
village.
In coming up with
recommendations and ideas for
development, or businesses, for the
business park, these changing
demographics should certainly be
considered. With that said, the
following are some of the major

implications of these data for Pepper
Road Business Park:
1. Growth in elderly and

4. The rise of the rental market is
already reflected in many
recent suburban developments

millennial populations indicate

in certain areas within, and

that there is potential demand

beyond, the market area. With

for businesses that would

these changes in the housing

attract both of those

market—largely caused by

population groups (e.g.

changing preferences of

pub/brewery, coffee shop,

millennials—there is an

etc.).

apparent, increasing trend of

2. The influx of new families

more mixed-use developments

moving into the market area

and more walkable

indicate potential demand for

environments.

family-friendly businesses (e.g.

5. Relatively moderate-to-high

breakfast dine, home-

concentrations of Latinos in

improvement store, etc.).

some census tracts near Lake

3. The increase in household and

Barrington indicate that,

expendable income indicate

perhaps, there is room for a

that there clearly is more

Mexican restaurant.

money that can be spent on
businesses
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It is, of course, important to
consider competition within and
outside of Lake Barrington. In drafting
our recommendations for the village,
we need to make sure that businesses
don’t compete with other similar
businesses within the village.
Moreover, we also need to make sure
that we are not recommending
businesses that already exist relatively
close to the Pepper Road Business
Park. We, therefore, need to further
our study by conducting a retail gap
analysis.

Retail Gap Analysis
As indicated by the Village
Administrator, Lake Barrington would
welcome redevelopment of the Pepper
Road Business Park to diversify the
market and attract residents. To better
understand the gaps within this
commercial district, an analysis of the
Market Potential Index was performed.
This helped to pinpoint specific
markets that are utilized by the
residents of Lake Barrington, despite
being located 5 to 15 minutes away.
With these markets analyzed, a
cross reference to the demographic
information was accounted for. As
aforementioned, more Lake Barrington
residents are choosing to rent their
homes as opposed to buying. Thus,
more residents have access to an

support prospective businesses. When
considering the gaps in the commercial
area, therefore, no retail category was
ruled out or dismissed. Addressing the
market gaps within Pepper Road
indicates if residents were choosing to,
or otherwise forced to, leave the
market area to other local retailers. As
analyzed by the 2012 Business Park
Market Study, major retail centers
within a fifteen-minute drive of Pepper
Road include shopping centers in Lake
Zurich, Deer Park, Crystal Lake, Kildeer,
South Barrington, and Algonquin (ESRI
Business Analyst; Houseal Lavigne
Associate). With new retail
development, the business park would
be able to sustain the local residents,
while also providing for these other
communities.

expendable income that would
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Locality
Most significantly, gaps in retail
were analyzed by measuring the
distances travelled by residents to get

Road Business Park in order to get to

reviewed the markets already present

certain amenities.

in the area. Some market dominating

Relation to Existing Businesses

forces, such as the Canlan Sportsplex

To assure that no prospective

and Onion Pub & Brewery, have been

to neighboring businesses. Figure 15

tenant was duplicated or posed a

taken into consideration when

depicts distance travelled by 5, 10, and

genuine threat to existing business in

suggesting potential store types.

15 minutes away from the Pepper

the Pepper Road Business Park, we

Demographic Trends &
Desirability
As indicated in Figure 16, Lake
Barrington residents have an above
average Market Potential Index for
several retailers, such as apparel,
grocery, and tech outlets. These
business ventures have been
accounted for in our subsequent
analysis of selected store types

Figure 15. Retail Gap Market Area by drive-time
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Figure 16. Retail Market Potential for the Village of Lake Barrington – ESRI Business Analyst
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Selected Store Types
The following retailers
exemplify the perceived gaps in the
Pepper Road Business Park. With this,
potential tenants have been listed to
provide a realistic understanding of
future development plans. To
maximize public utilization of the
Pepper Road Business Park, a hotel,
specialty food market, morning cafe, a
tech outlet, etc. have all been
emphasized in various drafts of the
project site.
Hotel
The hotel, specifically, was
carefully analyzed and placed to
provide the greatest accessibility for
residents, their families, and travelling
athletes at the Canlan Sportsplex.
Encouraged by the Village

Administrator, a hotel would provide

radius, are listed as an Americas Best

the community with over 100 safe and

Value Inn, The River Inn, and

well-maintained units. Upon its grand

erroneously, a bankrupt hotel

opening, the hotel can expect to

construction company. Clearly, the

sustain revenue from weekend

hotels available do not adequately

tournaments at the Canlan Sportsplex

market to the demographics found in

with the hopes to create interstate

Lake Barrington, largely affluent and

competition at the gym.

aging. Thus, residents may feel

Moreover, occasional weddings

uncomfortable sending guests to these

at the Onion Pub & Brewery and

temporary residences. Similarly, guests

events at the nearby Avante Banquets

from the Canlan Sportplex, and other

and Conference Center certainly add to

businesses, may resort to spending

the need and the potential for a hotel

their nights at a farther hotel, likely the

in the Business Park.

Holiday Inn or the Hampton Suites,

As indicated in Figure 17, the

both located on the eastern edge of

hotels within the market area are

the map, roughly 15 minutes away

somewhat scarce. To give context, the

from the Sportsplex.

purple star represents the Pepper
Road Business Park vicinity. The three
closest hotels, represented by the two
blue pin drops within the five-minute
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Figure 17. Hotels within a 15-minute drive from
Pepper Road Business Park

Not represented in the 2012
market study, a hotel is clearly a gap
within the Lake Barrington community.
The nearest hotels are in Barrington
and Lake Zurich, along with an
outdated Motel on Northwest
Highway. Nearby hotels require, on
average 125,000 sq. ft. for
accommodations and parking. Threeto-four-star hotels, such as a Hyatt or
Best Western, would provide residents
of Lake Barrington a comfortable and
convenient place for relatives to stay
while visiting. Further, a hotel could

serve as a medium in which to host

access. Again, represented by the

another local restaurant or pub that

purple star on Figure 18, Pepper Road

could generate revenue year-round.

Business Park rests roughly 15 minutes

Specialty Organic Market

away from any small-scale grocery

Aside from the hotel, an

stores. Not represented on this map,

organic or specialty food market would

however, are the three Jewel-Oscos

serve as a great asset to the residents

within the 10-minute boundary, along

of Lake Barrington. As indicated by

Northwest Highway. Although a small-

Figure 16 highlighting the village’s

scale grocery outlet may be forced to

retail market potential, over a third of

compete with a neighborhood staple,

residents choose to shop for organic

such as Jewel-Osco, this business could

meat and produce. Instead of relying

also provide niche goods and specialty

on the small organic sections within

items specifically unique to their shop.

the groceries outside of Lake
Barrington, Pepper Road Business Park
could introduce a small specialty food
market that provides residents with
year-long access to fresh foods.
Looking again at the location of
nearby grocery stores, it becomes
evident that residents lack sufficient

Figure 18. Specialty Organic Markets within a 15minute drive from Pepper Road Business Park
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As suggested by the Village

Organics 10 minutes away in

Administrator, Lake Barrington could

Barrington.

use a small-scale specialty grocery

Morning Cafe

store. Given that the demographics

Speaking to morning cafe and

show an influx of younger populations,

fast-casual lunch, Lake Barrington

it is presumed that a health conscious,

residents are spending far less on

organic market would be greatly

breakfast and lunch in comparison to

valued. These stores, such as Grand

lunch and dinner. Furthermore, as

Food Center and Foodstuffs, Inc.,

indicated in Figure 19, residents are

average around 2,528 sq. ft. with 15 to

more likely to spend breakfast at a fast

20 designated parking stalls. These

food restaurant, likely the McDonald’s

specialty stores, typically much smaller

on Rt. 14 in Barrington or the Wendy’s

than a traditional grocery store such as

on Rt. 22 in Lake Zurich.

Jewel or Mariano’s, are often

After analyzing the location of

embedded within a commercial plaza.

the nearest breakfast restaurants and

This provides us with the opportunity

cafes, as can be seen in Figure 20, it

to combine this specialty market with

becomes clear that residents have

complementing businesses. Competing

sufficient access to these types of

markets include All Ways Healthy

businesses. However, these cafes are

Natural Foods roughly 15 minutes

mainly located in aged-strip mall units

away in Lake Zurich and Acadia

with little road visibility.

Figure 19.1. Lake Barrington residents’ average
dollars annually spent on food by meal type.
Figure 19.2. Lake Barrington residents’ average
dollars spent based on restaurant type for breakfast.

Figure 20. breakfast restaurants within a 15minute drive from Pepper Road Business Park
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With rampant success in

purchases. Although it is not believed

Mexican restaurants are located in

neighboring communities, a cafe could

that big retailers, such as Best Buy and

downtown Barrington and Fox River

provide Lake Barrington residents with

TigerDirect, are needed, a small-scale

Grove. An upscale margaritas and

a breakfast option. This would

tech store would benefit the

tapas restaurant would not only attract

traditionally attract an ageing

immediate needs of residents for

the apparent Latino population in

population during the weekdays, with

replacement cell phones, camera

nearby villages, but would also attract

plenty of family customers on the

accessories, and perhaps computer

the growing wealthy, young

weekends. Similarly, a morning cafe

maintenance and repair. Other

populations of the market area.

would attract the athletes and parents

possible tenant suggestions are as

Beer/Liquor Market

at the Canlan Sportsplex given that

follows:

tournaments typically begin early in

Mexican Restaurant

Popular liquor markets, such as
Binny’s, are large stores which can

the morning. This cafe would resemble

According to our census

dominate a commercial plaza. They

Garden Berry in Vernon Hills or Brunch

analysis, Lake Barrington has a sizeable

take up roughly 19,152 sq. ft. with

Cafe in Fox River Grove.

Latino influence. Adding a restaurant

approximately 30 designated parking

Camera/Tech Outlet

to complement these changes would

stalls. Again, due to the shifting

help create a diverse market on

demographics, a liquor market would

Lake Barrington residents use high-

Pepper Road. We recognize that in

easily attract the twenty-to-thirty-

grade cameras, smartphones, and

neighboring villages, Mexican-style

year-olds moving into Lake Barrington.

computers, Pepper Road Business Park

restaurants often attract a wide

This type of businesses would not only

would benefit from introducing a

customer base with high levels of

attract local adults, but also the

business that attends to these

success. The nearest authentic

existing restaurants and pubs located

As an overwhelming amount of
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within the Pepper Road market. The
nearest liquor store can be found in

Household Cleaning Service
Given that over a quarter of

fast-casual lunch restaurant would
attract athletes and parents. These

Fox River Grove.

Lake Barrington residents rely on a

markets, growing in popularity, include

Upscale Salon

private home cleaning service, the

restaurants such as Potbelly’s, Panera

Pepper Road Business Park would

Bread, McAlister’s Deli, and Noodles &

demographic moving in, an amenity

benefit from an accessible cleaning

Company. Fast casual restaurants are

such as a high-rated salon could

business that operates near the

perfect for busy adults, as well as

become a popular leisure spot for

residents. Although many homeowners

young families looking for a quick and

females in Lake Barrington. As seen in

do not directly interact with the office-

healthy meal. This type of eatery

nearby villages, nail and hair salons are

space of a household cleaning service,

would easily be added into the Pepper

often a staple to a downtown center

residents would benefit from a local

Road Industrial District as fast-casual

and bring in customers frequently

business in which services and billing

restaurants are often located within

throughout the week. Typical upscale

would be expedited. If this service was

strip developments.

salons found in suburban areas, such

more advertised and accessible to

Men’s & Women’s Clothing Retailer

as Red Door Salon in Deerfield and

residents, it is presumed that even

As indicated in Figure 15

Salon & Spa 530 in Barrington, can

more homes would advocate for a

highlighting the purchases of residents,

occupy anywhere from 2,500 sqft to

cleaning service in the Pepper Road

roughly half of both men and women

8,000 sqft. Parking stalls available

Business Park.

in Lake Barrington shop for clothing on

depends entirely on the size of the

Fast-Casual Lunch

a regular basis. The largest

Again, with a younger wealthy

salon.

To again capitalize on the traffic
from the Canlan Sportsplex, a healthy,

congregation of high-end women’s
clothing is nearly 20 minutes away in
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the Deer Park Town Shopping Center.

that match with market gaps and

Even farther, men’s clothing retailers

community ideal.

can be found in the Algonquin

Further, Business Assistant

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
As highlighted in the 2012
Market Study in the Pepper Road

Commons in Algonquin, or at

Grants particularly help small retailers,

Business Park, TIFs are often a viable

Woodfield Mall in Schaumburg, a

and are less likely to benefit large

way to increase development

thirty- minute drive away. With access

business, which offers both

incentives to rebuild a business

to small-scale, individual clothing

opportunities and constraints when

corridor. The study cites, “TIF utilizes

retailers, Lake Barrington would be

searching for prospective tenants.

future property tax revenues

able to recapture any money spent far

Site Improvement Grant

generated within a designated area or

outside of the neighborhood on adult

Site Improvement Grants

district to pay for necessary

clothing retailers.

prioritize the exterior site and overall

improvements and incentivize further

Updated Business Incentives

aesthetic of proposed developments to

reinvestment.” Thus, initiated TIFs

assure that both existing and future

would not only attract new developers

businesses will be attracted to any

to the cite, but also instill

developments. Further, Site

redevelopment projects to modernize

Improvement Grants also assist the

and improve the site for years to

current business owners as

come.

& Funding Mechanisms
Business Assistance Grant
Business Assistant Grants assists
tenants with a limited scope of costs,
such as unit renovations, moving
expenses, and built-outs. This allows
village to give preference to tenants

up to 50% of project costs can be
reimbursed back to the tenant.
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Site Recommendations
Zone A
Zone A has potential to become
a retail site with multiple vendors in a
modular design. The current proposed
layout, portrayed in Figure 21, includes
4 buildings, 2 main parking lots, multiuse paths, green areas, and a public
plaza. The largest building of the
market study proposal
would be located in Zone A at the
corner of Hillview Dr. and Rt. 14. The

include a grocery store, a clothing

shade to the area. The entirety of the

retailer, a home-goods store, or any

large retailer in Zone A would sit on lot

other kind of mid-sized commercial

1, meaning that such a project could

retailer. The store should most likely

move forward even if the other lots

have a high, vaulted, or warehouse

were not available for development.

styled ceiling, which could be made to
imitate a barn or to connect to

would consist of a shopping center,

Barrington’s country-living styled

which would be home to numerous

roots. While some 160-200 parking

smaller retailers. The total size of the

stalls would be required, it is suggested

L-shaped building would be 24,000 sq.

that trees be interspersed throughout

ft. While access to the various retailers

the parking lot to provide beauty and

would most likely occur from the
which would be home to numerous

45,000 sq. ft. building would face the

smaller retailers. The total size of the

interior of the property, having its back

L-shaped building would be 24,000 sq.

and sides facing the Hillview Plaza

ft. While access to the various retailers

Business Park. While nowhere near the

would most likely occur from the

size of a big box, 130,000 sq. ft,

shared parking lot on the North or East

superstore such as a modern Target or

side of the building, it is suggested that

Walmart, the proposed building could

the retailers have an inviting exterior

host a number of different retail
ventures. Such future retailers could

The Center of the development

and openings to the Southern or
Figure 21. Proposed layout of Zone A of Pepper Road
Business Park, Route 14 & Kelsey road.
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Western side of the building facing Rt.

The final buildings in Zone A

in Zone A. This is for two reasons: First,

14 and the large retailer parking lot. It

would consist of two 8,000 sq. ft.

there is not enough room to provide

is also suggested that the southern and

retailers or food restaurants. While the

both parking and a frontage road to

western sides of the buildings open up

exact size of the buildings could be

the stores. Second, keeping all the

into a green or public space, which

altered to suite the desired footprint of

interior lots as parking will result in a

could offer seating and tree cover for

a future tenant, both

more pedestrian—and customer—

those who wish to sit outside. The

buildings should still fit with the

friendly environment. Since cars will

resulting omni-directional entrance to

desired theme of Zone A. Both the

have to use the interior parking lots to

the shopping center, as well as the

Retail/Food commercial buildings will

access either lot, the overall speed of

openness toward Rt. 14, will

share a parking lot with the Shopping

their travel should be slower as,

encourage patrons to prioritize the

center. The shared parking area should

psychologically, the drivers will be

shopping center’s retailers as a fun

consist of 160-200 stalls. Once again,

looking out for pedestrians and cars

experience, rather than just another

the parking lot should contain lots of

backing out. Moreover, Zone A should

suburban strip mall. It is further

trees and streetscaping to entice

be flanked by a multi-use path. Such a

suggested that the shopping center

patrons and reduce the effects of extra

path should be connecting eastward

have a similar stylistic theme as the

asphalt produced heat in the summer.

towards the Pepper Road Business

It is suggested that both

Park, West along Rt. 14 towards the

scheme and country-esque style

parking lots in Zone A be connected for

Lake Barrington Woods Retirement

design. The shopping center sits

ease of access to Kelsey Road or Rt. 14.

community, and north towards the

entirely within lot 2.

However, there should be no interior,

various single-family residential

separate roadway from the parking lot

neighborhoods of Lake Barrington.

large retailer, employing a similar color
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The resulting connections will entice
businessmen, seniors, and families
alike to enjoy the amenities of Zone A.
Finally, a public plaza should be
placed at the corner of Kelsey Road
and Rt. 14. Such a plaza will increase
the attractiveness of local businesses,
offer a spot for public gatherings, and
act as a prestigious gateway to the V
Village of Lake Barrington.
Similar spaces in other towns include
gazebos, fountains, public art, ornate
clocks, flagpoles, and war memorials.
The resulting attraction could be used
to hold public events or ceremonies.
For SketchUp renderings of Zone A,
refer to Figures 23 to 27 in the next
following pages.

Figure 22. Proposed placement of businesses in Zone A of Pepper Road Business Park, Route 14 & Kelsey road.
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Figure 23. Zone A rendering
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Figure 24. Zone A rendering
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Figure 25. Zone A rendering
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Figure 26. Zone A rendering
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Zone B
Zone B has enormous

customers of the hotel include sports
teams competing at the Northpoint

Figure 27. Proposed layout of Zone B of Pepper Road
Business Park, Route 14 & Pepper road.

opportunity to become the new, fresh

Sports complex, relatives of families in

face of the Pepper Road Business Park.

Lake Barrington, and professionals

Fully utilizing the space for commercial

working with local Pepper Park

development would entice new

businesses or the nearby Advocate

patrons further into the business park

Good Shepard Hospital. It is suggested

towards already-established

that there be anywhere from 80 - 100

enterprises such as the Pepper Park

parking stalls, with overflow parking

strip mall, the Onion Pub & Brewery,

being sent to other, neighboring lots.

and the Northpointe Medical and

Moreover, there should be

Sports Complex. The current proposed

streetscaping and many trees to

layout, portrayed in Figure 23, includes

improve the attractiveness of the hotel

4 buildings, 3 main parking lots,

to guests. The hotel would take up lots

connecting frontage roads, and new

4 and 5, meaning development of the

multi-use paths.

Hotel could move forwards regardless

Pasquasi Gardens. Similar to Zone A’s

of the status of neighboring properties.

this Zone is the new 2-3 story hotel.

large retailer building, the slightly

Another important proposed

The building footprint of 19,800 sq. ft.

smaller footprint of this building would

development in Zone B includes the

the hotel would draw in patrons based

attract customers to the larger Zone B

27,000 sq. ft. large retailer. Occupying

on a variety of needs. Possible

area. The retailer could be an organic

the current space of the former

The most prominent feature of
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Figure 28. Proposed placement of businesses in Zone B, Route 14 & Pepper road.

market, a bookstore, a corner
drugstore, or any other kind of
similarly sized retailer. It is suggested
that the parking lot contain trees,
streetscaping, and between 100 and
160 parking stalls, depending on the
need of the tenants. One difficulty of
the development is the cell tower
located in lot 8. However, the large
metal structure can be easily hidden
within the parking lot, much like it
currently is.
It should also be noted that the
majority of lot 9, currently overflow
parking, is suggested to become an
access road to the other
developments. Extending from the
current Commercial Avenue, the
accessway would be centered by a nice
roundabout in the center of Zone B.
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The final two buildings of Zone

economic revitalization of the entire

B include two 8,000 sq. ft. retail or

business park community.

food commercial businesses. Much like

Lastly, it is again suggested that the

the similarly sized building in Zone A,

Multi-use paths of Pepper Road be

these commercial vendors should have

expanded into Zone B and connected

some flexibility in their building

to Zone A. Once again, connecting the

footprint while maintaining an overall

various commercial zones of the area

cohesive, upscale look of the

will facilitate customer traffic to the

surrounding area. Utilizing these lots

area. Connecting the various paths

as commercial is important for the

together will encourage local workers

overall goals of the Pepper Road

to take lunch breaks within the various

Business Park. While the current

new developments of Zone A or B,

tenants of lots 10 and 11 are valued

further business sales, tax revenues,

Lake Barrington Businesses, if the

and a sense of community for the Lake

opportunity arises to facilitate

Barrington Business Park. For

relocation or rezoning of the areas, it

renderings of Zone B, refer to Figures

should be pursued by the Village

29 to 32 in the next following pages.

Board. Connecting the commercial
developments of Zone B to the Pepper
Park Strip mall is key to expanding the
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Figure 29. Zone B rendering
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Figure 30. Zone B rendering
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Figure 31. Zone B rendering
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Figure 32. Zone B rendering
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Conclusion
The Pepper Road Business Park
boasts potential in becoming a major
commercial landmark in the northwest
Chicagoland suburbs. Opportunely
located along one of the most major
suburban arteries in Northwest
Highway, Pepper Road Business Park
would undeniably attract many of the
village’s passersby. Moreover, with a
growing base of wealthy elders in the
more rural settings north of the
business park and a growing base of
wealthy young professionals and new
families recently moving in to the more
urban/suburban settings southeast
and southwest of the business Park,
Pepper Road Business Park has the

ability to attract both populations as it

aim to inject some of that character in

lies centrally right where the rural

the design and the overall aesthetic of

meets the urban/suburban.

The business park. As Lake Barrington

With a strong residential brand

does not have quite as large of a

of “an oasis of gracious countryside

market as neighboring villages like

living and open spaces,” the

Lake Zurich, Deer Park, Crystal Lake, or

envisioned Pepper Road Business Park

Algonquin do, design and placemaking

would add a whole new layer to the

are two avenues that could makethe

village and provide it with a strong

Pepper Road Business Park stand out

commercial brand, as well. Central to

and succeed.

the success of this vision, however, is

Most importantly, however, the

the ability to use that residential brand

Pepper Road Business Park would

to the development’s advantage. In

certainly alleviate a lot of the tax

attracting the newer demographics

burden off Lake Barrington’s residents

into Pepper Road Business Park,

and would generate the much-needed

development should not aim to

sales tax revenue the village ardently

obstruct or steer too far away from the

needs.

village’s rural brand. Rather, it should
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